
ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS OF POLYNOMIALS

ECKFORD COHEN

1. Introduction. Let D=GF[pn, x] represent the domain of poly-

nomials over the Galois field GF(p") in the indeterminate x. Let K

be a field of characteristic 0 containing the pth roots of unity and R

a primary polynomial of D of degree r. We say that a single-valued

function / defined for all elements of D and assuming values in K is

(R, K) arithmetic or simply arithmetic if f(A) =f(A') for A

= A' (mod R). Two arithmetic functions / and g are said to be

equivalent if f(A) =g(A) for all A Ç.D, or what is the same, for all A

of degree less than r. We define the Cauchy product of two arith-

metic functions/, g to be the function h=fg, defined by

(1) h(F)=fg=    £  f(A)g(B)
F=A+B

where the summation is over all polynomials A, B of degree less than

r such that F = A+B, F being a polynomial of degree less than r.

The sum f+g has the usual significance; note that the set of all

(R, K) functions forms a ring.

In [3] Carlitz discussed arithmetic functions over D and their

Cauchy products. He introduced two basic sets of functions, the wu

and the ¿qh functions, which were of importance in his study. It is

the aim of this paper to introduce still another such set of arithmetic

functions over D and to deduce certain of their applications. Although

these functions are equivalent in the above sense to the egg and co

functions of Carlitz, they seem to be particularly advantageous in

the treatment of purely modular problems. In addition, they present

features which easily carry over to the rational case. These questions

will be discussed more fully in a later paper.

In §2, the functions in question, denoted by ez, will be defined

and the fundamental theorem, which states that every arithmetic

function can be represented in the form f(A) = 2^Lz azez(A), az

ÇLK, deg Z<r, will be proved. Although this result follows from [3,

Theorem 1 ], using the equivalence of the uu and the ez, an independ-

ent discussion is given, showing the essential simplicity of the ez-

In §3 two applications of this theorem will be made to the question

of representations of polynomials by linear sums. One of these results

will in turn be applied in §4 to obtain the number of representations

of a polynomial P in the form
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(2) P = PxXxYx +■■■ + PSX,Y„

where the P< are primary irreducibles in D (not all equal) and cer-

tain conditions on degree are satisfied. The result obtained represents

an advance over previous results [6, Corollary, §4] in that non-

trivial coefficients P, are now introduced in every term of (2). The

previous results applied only when at least one coefficient was trivial,

that is, an element of GF(pn).

2. The fundamental theorem. Let if be a primary polynomial of

D of degree h and let A be a polynomial such that A (mod H)

= a1Xk~1+ • ■ • +ah (aiEGF(pn)). Then following [2, §2] we de-

fine e(A, H) to be e2riailp, where ax is defined to be the integer (mod p)

which occurs as the initial coefficient in the expression ax = ax0n~1

+ • • • +an, 0 being a generator of GF(pn) relative to GF(p). We

have immediately:

(3) e(A + B,H) = t(A, H)e(B, H),       e(H'A, HH') = e(A, H),

where H, H' are primary. We also list the following useful result

proved in [2]:
(pnh    if   RIA,

(4) E    e(AU,H)= iP
mod H) U)£/(modff) (0 if      H\A,

the summation being over a complete set of residues (mod H).

Now choose a primary polynomial R of degree r, and define

(5) tz(A) = e(ZA, R).

One deduces immediately that ez(A) = e¿(Z), ez(A+B) =ez(A)ez(B)

and the dual relation ez+z'(A) =ez(A)eZ'(A). It also follows that

(6) ez = ez'+^Z=Z' (mod R).

Furthermore, application of (4) gives

m s «co-r 1£ z"0(modÄ)'
A(modÄ) (0       if   Z fé 0 (mod R),

and the dual of (7) is obtained by interchanging Z and A. We also

have the following lemma:

Lemma 1. For any F of degree less than r,

... v      ...     ,m       (P"*z(F),    Z^Z'bnodR),
(8)       ez-ez, =    L   *z(A)tz.(B) = \ _

F-A+B \0, Z fá Z' (mod R).

Proof. We can rewrite the sum in (8) as
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«*•<*- =      E    ez(A)ez,(F - A) = ez,(F) E tg-M-(A)
deg A<r A

which by (7) yields the desired result.

Lemma 2. The functions ez(deg Z<r) are linearly independent over

K.

Proof. Suppose we have a relation g= Ed«* z<r azez = 0 (azEK).

Then by Lemma 1, the Cauchy product g ■ tz = azez • tz = azpnrez = 0

which implies that az = 0.

Now we prove the fundamental result:

Theorem 1. .4«y (R, K) arithmetic function f can be represented

uniquely in the form

(9) f(A) =     E    azez(A),        az = #-'     E   f(U)ez(-U).
deg Z<r deg U<r

Proof. If we apply (7), the sum in (9) reduces tof(A). The unique-

ness follows from the linear independence established in Lemma 2.

Finally, as the Cauchy product fg of two functions f(A) = 2~Laz*z,

&(B) = 2~2bzez, we have

(10) f-g=   E  f(A)g(B) = p-nr     E    azbzez=h(F).
F=A+B deg Z<r

The result in (10) can be extended to products of any number of

functions.

3. Representations by linear sums. In this section we prove first a

theorem which generalizes an earlier result [4, Lemma, §2].

Theorem 2. If s>l and Ax, ■ ■ • , A, are primary polynomials of D

of degree ai, • ■ ■ , a, respectively, (Ax, ■ • ■ , As) =1, then the number

of solutions NS(F) of

(H) F = axAxXx + • • • + aaAsXs (F £ D)

wheredegF<r=ai+ • ■ • +a»+X(XèO) and the a ¿ are nonzero elements

of GF(pn), such that deg A ¿Xi < rfor all i, is given by N,(F) = pn^+r^'-^.

Proof. Choose A tobe primary of degree X. WithP=.4i ■ • • AeA

(deg R=r), we see from Theorem 1 that the number /< of Xi such

that Bi=atAiXi (deg Bi<r) is given by

ft = P'nr    E    CM(Bi)fft (ffi=       E      ez(aiAiXi) )
deg Z<t \ AegA¡Xi<r I

and by compounding the functions flt /2, • ■ • , /, in the manner of
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(10), we get

(12) N.(F) =fi-fi./. = rnr    E   «(F) f[<n.
deg Z<r i—X

Applying (4) we get

^ _, IP'""0   ¡f   Ai' R\Z.

Let Q be an irreducible dividing some ^4¿. There exists then another

A, say 4*, such that (Q, Ak) = 1. If we take i = k in (13), then it fol-

lows that, for Z to contribute to Ne(F) in (12), A^R must divide Z.

This shows that Q'lZ where t is the highest power to which Q ap-

pears in R. Since A must also divide Z by the same argument, it

follows that R\Z. Hence the only value of Z contributing to NS(F)

is Z = 0, and from (12) we get

e

N,(F) = p-^JJp"^^ = ¿*(M-'(«-*M.
t=i

A second application of Theorem 1 to linear sums is given by the

following theorem.

Theorem 3. If F and P are polynomials of D, P irreducible of degree

it, degP<7rX (X>0), and if ax, • ■ • , a,arenonzero elements ofGF(pn),

then the number of solutions v,(F) of F = axXx+ • ■ • +asX, in poly-

nomials Xx, • • • , X, of degree less than 7rX and such that each X, is

prime to P is given by

».(F) = ¿»»iK«-»-»){(p»* - 1)« + Ms£(F)}

where pa = +l or —1 according as s is even or odd and %(F)=p"T — l

or —1 according as P\F or P\F.

Proof. Using Theorem 1 and (10) as in the proof of Theorem 2

and with R = PX, r=7rX, we see that

(14) v.(F) = rn*    E    *z(F) Ê    E    *z(oiX(),
ZCmodP^) i=l   (P,Xi)=l

the second summation being over all Xi of degree less than 7rX and

prime to P. One may write

(15) K,(F) = rn*x{(<KPx))*+      E      ez(F) flvioiZ, n)
\ Oâdeg Z<rt i=l /
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where ep represents the Euler ^-function in D, r¡ replacing the inner

sum of (14). We know that

(16) <KPX) = pn*x - p"*^-",

and by [2, §4], for the Z occurring in (15),

/_#»-{x-i)     if   px-i|z
(17) r,(a,Z, P*) = {/ '

1.0 otherwise.

By (17) we see that for Z to contribute to v,(F), it must be of the

form Z = Z'PX~1 (Ogdeg Z'<ir). Thus from (15), (16), (17) we get

„,(i?)   =  p-nr\ hpnr\  _  ¿«»(X-l)). + £ €Z-PX-l(P) { -¿«fr-H } «1 ,

V Oádeg Z'<x /

but the Z' sum is equal to £(F) by (4), and the theorem follows on

simplification.

4. Bilinear sums. In this section we show how Theorem 2 can be

applied to sums of products of the type given by (2). We first prove

the following simple extension of [l, Lemma l]:

Lemma. The number of relatively prime sets \¡/ of primary poly-

nomials [Ai, • • ■ , As] of degree au • • ■ , a. respectively is given (in

case all at > 0) by

i(ax, ■ ■ ■ , aB) = p*(n+- • •+•.)(! _ /»»ci-«)).

Proof. Let a be the minimum of Oi, • • • , a,. Then

a

pn(.ax+- ■ .+„,) = N^ p««if,(ax — u, ■ ■ ■ , a, — u)

= E PnuTp(ai - u, ■ ■ ■ , a, - u) + \p(ai, • • • , a.)
(18) u_i

o-l

= />»E /•"V(fli - u - 1, ■ • • , a, - u - 1)

+ ^(ll.  *  *   *   i  «.)

which gives, on applying (18),

pn(ai+. ■ •+<,,)   =   pn . pn(ax+. ■ •+<>,-.)  _|_ ^,(ai)   .  .  .   >  ^

and the lemma follows. We now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Let m, s, t, k be integers, m = t+k, s>l, t>k^0, and

F, Pi, ■ ■ • , P„ polynomials of D, deg F<ms, Pi, ■ • • , P, all primary
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and irreducible of degree t and not all equal. Then the number of solu-

tions a(F, s) of

(19) F = aiPiXxYi + ■■■ + a,PaX.Y. (en G GF(p"), at * 0)

in primary polynomials Xt of degree k and arbitrary polynomials F<

of degree less than m(s — l), i = 1, ■ • • , s, is given by

h

o-(F,s) = pn'{k+'»<.°-V)Yiy,(F)p-n*(>-»

where yz(F) = 5z(F) — bz-i(F), 8,(F) being the number of primary di-

visors of F of degree z.

Proof. If (19) has a solution (X{, F<) where Z = (Xlt • ■ • , X.),

then we may write Ji = Z~lXi so that (Jx, • ■ • , J,) = l. We have

Z-W = (axZ-lPxXx)Yi + ■■■ + (a^-1PtX.)Y.

(20)
= ai^iFi + • • • + asAsYs (Ai = PJi, deg /, = j = k - z).

Since the P< are irreducible and not all equal, (Pi, • • • , Ps) = 1, and

since deg Pi = t>j, it follows that (Ax, • • ■ , As) = l, deg Ai = m — z,

z = deg Z^k (i=l, • ■ ■ , s). With r = ms — z, ~K = z(s — l) we see that

Theorem 2 applies to (20). If we let the Ji range over all permissible

values, meaning all primary Ji with (Jx, ••■,/«)■» 1, deg Jt- = k

— z (z^k being the degree of polynomials Z such that Z\ F), then

we get

(21) a(F, s) = E W - z, ■■■ ,k- z) ■ Na(Z-1F)        (Z primary),
Z\F

and applying the above lemma and Theorem 2 to (21), one obtains

k-l

°-(F, s) = 2ZS'(F)-pn''-k~')(i - ^»ci-«))/.''i^+»»c«-2))

+ 5jt(P)/>m(*+",8(,'-2>!

4-1

= c{(l - #«»-•>) E 5t(F)p-»«*-» + pnk^-"*ôk(F)},
«-o

where c = p»»i *+»(•-«) 1. Simplification of the expression in braces (see

[4, §3]) leads to the theorem.

Comparison of this result with the main result of [ó] for the case

5 = 1 of that paper shows that nontrivial coefficients can be intro-

duced in each term in the sum of the products (19) with quite simple

results. It should be pointed out, however, that certain new restric-
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tions have been placed on the degree of the F¿. Although the method

of this paper can be applied to higher sums, E-^^l^« as m fà], no

essentially new points arise and the result can be expressed in terms

of divisor functions which generalize the functions 8Z and 7a[S, §4],

In the above proof, (19) is assumed to possess a solution of the

type required by the theorem. That this assumption is valid can be

seen by assigning to the X( any relatively prime set of primary poly-

nomials of degree k and applying Theorem 2. Thus (19) is solvable

for all values of s permitted by the theorem, including the minimal

value 5 = 2. This fact can be^restatedVs^theTollowing Waring type

result for sums of products:

Corollary. // Pi, P2 are irreducible primary polynomials of D of

degree t (Pi^P2) and alt a2 are nonzero elements of GF(pn), then every

polynomial FED of degree less than 2m, m=t+k (t>k^0) can be

expressed as a sum of two products,

F = axPxXiYx + a2P2X2Y2

where Xlt Xi are primary polynomials of degree k and  Yx,   Y2 are

arbitrary polynomials of degree less than m.
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